By sacrificing just two features:

- Having $this->controllerContext set in ViewHelpers automatically
- Supporting render method arguments

It is possible to remove a significant number of ViewHelper base class overrides.

**Related issues:**

- Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #83295: MediaViewhelper broken since #82414 Closed 2017-12-12
- Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #83929: EXT:fluid has obsolete Fixtures Closed 2018-02-15
- Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #89753: Refer to classes in typo3fluid in Changelog Closed 2019-11-23

**Revision 533a1a34 - 2017-12-05 20:36 - Claus Due**

[!!!][TASK] Remove CMS base ViewHelper classes

This patch sacrifices two features:

- Having $this->controllerContext on ViewHelpers
- Support for render method arguments

And by doing so, allows the removal of every CMS base ViewHelper class and several overrides they implement. The base classes are still available as class aliases to limit the breaking change to the two features mentioned above.
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[FOLLOWUP][BUGFIX] Use Fluid standalone abstract classes
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[FOLLOWUP][BUGFIX] Use Fluid standalone abstract classes
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[CLEANUP] Remove obsolete fixtures of Fluid unit tests
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History

#1 - 2017-09-09 17:13 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#2 - 2017-09-09 18:49 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#3 - 2017-09-10 22:06 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#4 - 2017-09-10 22:22 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#5 - 2017-09-10 22:24 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#6 - 2017-09-10 22:40 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068
#7 - 2017-11-24 22:17 - Benni Mack
- Sprint Focus set to On Location Sprint

Patch set 7 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#9 - 2017-11-30 21:24 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 8 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

Patch set 9 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#11 - 2017-12-05 16:34 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 10 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54068

#12 - 2017-12-05 21:00 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 533a1a349e99570a9e59357143277addf5a74b636.

#13 - 2017-12-06 17:21 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54946

#14 - 2017-12-06 18:25 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/54946

#15 - 2017-12-07 15:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

Applied in changeset 87d4850292168dbb1a117765fad30a7004a45c0e.

#16 - 2017-12-09 19:23 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/55002

#17 - 2017-12-09 20:00 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

Applied in changeset 509037f62c53a4f0b9c9957bff523f93cf7d6ab9.

#18 - 2017-12-12 09:35 - Frans Saris
- Related to Bug #83295: MediaViewhelper broken since #82414 added

#19 - 2018-02-15 20:28 - Andreas Fernandez
- Related to Bug #83929: EXT:fluid has obsolete Fixtures added

#20 - 2018-10-02 10:57 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#21 - 2019-11-23 13:04 - Sybille Peters
- Related to Task #89753: Refer to classes in typo3fluid in Changelog added